
Listen Up! 
Audio Editing and Production with Adobe Audition

Class syllabus / notes
May 14, 2019

6:00 – 8:30 PM

Instructor: Jon Forshee
Email: jon.forshee@gmail.com
Pikes Peak Library District
Library 21c
Class website: www.jonforshee.org/listenup

Class Description
As one of the leading audio editors available, Adobe Audition is a powerful audio editing tool for amateurs and 
professionals alike. In this class, we will cover a few basics of working with digital audio. As our platform for 
discussing these procedures, we will learn how to use Adobe Audition to record, edit, and export audio for a 
variety of purposes and project types, ranging from podcasts and YouTube audio to multi-track mixing and CD 
mastering. 
There are a lot of things to cover, so please do not hesitate to ask questions at any time!

Sample Rate and Bit depth

The sample rate is the number of samples of a sound that are taken per second to represent the sonic event 
digitally. The more samples taken per second, the more accurate the digital representation of the sound can be. 
For example, the current sample rate for CD-quality audio is 44,100 samples per second. This sample rate can 
accurately reproduce the audio frequencies up to 20,500 hertz, covering the full range of human hearing. 

Bit depth is the number of bits (bit = binary digit) you have in which to describe something. In digital audio, bit 
depth describes the potential accuracy of a particular piece of hardware or software (such as Adobe Audition or 
Audacity) that processes audio data. In general, the more bits that are available, the more accurate the resulting 
output from the data being processed. 

Digital Audio file types

.WAV (Waveform Audio File Format) – lossless format

.AIFF (Audio Interchange File Format) – lossless format

.MP3 (MPEG-3: Moving Picture Experts Group Layer-3) – compressed audio format

Others to be aware of: .wma, .ogg, .flac, .m4a, .aac – AAC is often encountered in streaming audio.

Trivia: which companies created the first two audio file formats listed above?
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Digital Audio Workstation (DAW): Adobe Audition

Audition Interface – 
Waveform view vs. Multitrack view

Importing / Recording Audio – Creative uses of recording techniques. 

Editing: Trimming, Cutting, Reversing, other editing procedures.

Effects (Signal Processing) for Voice audio, Background Music, Sound effects, and more: 
Fade in/Fade out
EQ
Normalization

Lining up voice tracks and music files on the Multi-track timeline
Mixing down multiple audio tracks to one track
Mixing down tracks to use as another single track

Removing unwanted background noise from your audio

The Radio Production mode and the Essential Sound window in Audition

Exporting Audio Projects / Burning to CD

Understanding different output and encoding options

Backup Backup Backup! (Also, keep a tidy file structure for your audio files!)

Further Resources:

Audacity (Totally Free Audio Editing App for Windows/Mac)
https://www.audacityteam.org/

Questions to consider and investigate while creating your audio file:

1. How will this sound over headphones? Over laptop speakers? Over earbuds?

2. Are there any background noises, hums, or pops in the recording? What can be removed or reduced?

3. How is the overall balance of the audio?
    If mixing down multiple tracks, does the mixdown preserve the details of each track?
    
4. What does the sharing platform (iTunes, Bandcamp, Youtube, etc) require for my audio upload?
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